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SENIOR DEVOPS ENGINEER
KEY FACTS
LOCATION

Stevenage, Herts (UK)

CONTRACT

Full time, Permanent

SALARY

£ Competitive

CONTACT

people@bulletproof.co.uk

OVERVIEW
Are you a DevOps engineer looking to take the next step in your career at a company where you can make
a meaningful contribution? Then this role is made for you.
We are looking for an experienced engineer to work closely with our development team to ensure a
streamlined and agile development of our newest innovations in the IT security space. In this role you will
work closely with the head of development and senior developers to maintain our development
environment, improve our speed to deploy and help expand K8s platform. We are looking for someone
with experience using tools such as Ansible, Terraform and Kubernetes.
This person will report directly to the head of development and will play a crucial role in the exciting journey
to solve the greatest cyber security challenges through innovation & simplicity, and to be globally
recognised as a pioneer of innovation within cyber security.
You will be :
•

Working on industry-leading products, delivering new features and tooling for the development
team

•

Developing infrastructure through reusable code with automated tooling and tests

•

Using metrics and monitoring data to ensure performance and reliability

•

Collaborating with colleagues to resolve engineering problems and incidents

•

Providing guidance and support to junior colleagues, while learning from colleagues
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PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES
•

Architect solutions that help reduce friction for the development team

•

Work closely with internal technology specialist and developers to understand new technology
requirement and address challenges.

•

Work with third party providers to identify ways to integrate and consume data from key platform
API’s

•

Perform complex level troubleshooting

•

Train internal stakeholders on the use of tools and dashboards

•

Building and setting up new development tools and infrastructure

•

Working on ways to automate and improve development and release processes

•

Testing and examining code written by others and analysing results

•

Ensuring that systems are safe and secure against cyber security threats

•

Identifying technical problems and developing software updates and ‘fixes’

•

Working with software developers and software engineers to ensure that development follows
established processes and works as intended

•

Planning out projects and being involved in project management decisions

SKILLS REQUIRED
•

Great “ownership of the issue” positive attitude with high energy

•

Experience operating, securing and automating medium/large IT infrastructures based on Linux
and major cloud providers; significant recent experience of Docker and Kubernetes.

•

Developing infrastructure through reusable code with automated tooling and tests

•

Continuous Integration experience using GitHub

•

K8s experience

•

Elastic stack experience beneficial

•

Experienced with Interpreted Languages, including Perl and Python

•

Understands Compiled languages, including C, C++, C# and JAVA.

•

Strong use of Shell scripting languages, including BASH for Linux and Mac platforms and
PowerShell for Windows systems

•

Using metrics and monitoring data to ensure performance and reliability using Grafana, logstash
and pagerduty.

•

Collaborating with colleagues to resolve engineering problems and incidents

•

Providing guidance and support to junior colleagues, while learning from with more experienced
colleagues

•

Strong working knowledge of Office 365 and other office solutions

•

Perform duties with a broad latitude for judgement and problem solving
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REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS / EXPERIENCE
•

Minimum of 5 years’ experience in a similar role

•

Bachelor’s Degree, or higher, in a technical or STEM field

PERSONAL ATTRIBUTES
•

Innovative

•

Honour commitments

•

Support your team

•

Positive can-do attitude

•

Analytical with exceptional problem-solving skills

•

Able plan and manage time effectively

•

Able to think laterally and creatively

•

Strong relationship management, negotiation and influencing skills

•

Accurate in approach with strong attention to detail

•

Self-motivated and committed to driving your own development

BULLETPROOF BENEFITS
•

A supportive, collaborative environment with plenty of opportunities to learn

•

A chance to work with a vibrant, friendly team with a relaxed but committed culture

•

Remote working initially, with flexible working policy after lockdown and Stevenage office

•

25 days annual holiday

•

An additional day’s annual holiday for your birthday

•

Company pension

•

Childcare Vouchers

•

Subsidized gym membership

•

Perkbox employee benefits platform

•

Frequent team events

•

Private Healthcare
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ABOUT US
BULLETPROOF
YOUR BEST DEFENCE AGAINST CYBER THREATS
Bulletproof is the dedicated cybersecurity arm of the ServerChoice group, an organisation with over 10
years’ experience in providing secure online services. The group owns and operates two data centres and
has wholesale agreements with other data centre partners, owns and operates vast MPLS and dark fibre
networks, and is a PCI DSS v3.2 Level 1 Service Provider. Whilst ServerChoice focusses on secure cloud
platforms and colocation and connectivity, Bulletproof concentrates on information and cyber security
services. Your attention will be focussed solely on the Bulletproof brand.
Here at Bulletproof, security's in our DNA. We believe that our cyber security services are the best way to
stay ahead of the hackers, take control of your infrastructure and protect your business-critical data.
Bulletproof’s most popular services include penetration testing, managed SIEM (threat monitoring), and
compliance consultancy, including GDPR.

USEFUL LINKS
www.bulletproof.co.uk
www.serverchoice.com

